50	THE G-EEAT ENIGMA,	[chap. Ill,
The gap I which appears to exist between Spirit and Nature must
disappear when it is recognised that all is Life {dtman). Atman and
Atmm alone in that case would be the mediating link connecting
all that appears "differentiated in name and form." This is the
rock on which, the Indian systems are built; this is the rock on which
the Advaitin takes his stand.
As in the world of Sense, so in the world of Spirit, new truths are
coming to light. The researches of the Psychic Eeseardh. Societies
and other scientific bodies are bringing to light some extraordinary
powers of the human mind, and there is no saying to what extent
the theories of knowledge now current in Europe may be affected
by the new discoveries. As these discoveries, so far as they have been
made and verified, condB.rm some of the results arrived at in India
some three thousand years ago, may we not hope that the Adwita
doctrine of the Veddnta will find a scientific confirmation at last ?
mental World (Flint's 'Agnosticism,'
pp. 355-6). The new conceptions of
thought and sound—of thought waves
and thought forms, the multiplicity of
forms  depending on the variety of
sound—may likewise be mentioned here,
in this connection. Some of these ideas
may, indeed, be supposed as suggestive
of materialism ; but if they indicate only
a play of spiritual energy, would that
objection have any validity? The ex-
planation of the problem would still
"be in terms of the mind (Spirit). See
yiint's   'Agnosticism,' pp. 355-356,
and 572-3, where he points out how un-
fair it is to describe men like Huxley
and Spencer as materialistic. See 'Hist.
Panth.,' p. 299.
1 Ho-w this gap is being fast bridged over
by modern European tlioxiglit is shown by
Clifford Harrison in his " Notes on the
margins," pp. 143-49, which are an
extremely suggestive reading. The whole
passage is too long for quotation here;, but
a short extract may be subjoined. "Are
we not misled " [in regarding matter and
spirit as ever distinct and separable]
" by our notions of "what matter is ?
We are apt to think of it as something
gross,   tangible,   palpable    some-
thing to be cognized by the senses
of touch and sight. We do not suffi-
ciently realize even the more ethereal
forms of matter of 'which science herself
tells us—nay, of which we ourselves
have daily experience, as in scent, in
the air, and in many material forms which
 escape detection by our ordinary sense."
The author then proceeds to show, with
the help of instances of objects like
Crookes' vacuum tubes and the tail of
a comet, how the old test of grossness,
tangibility or palpability has to be
largely modified. The  author con-
cludes by pointing out that even such
a seemingly dead and inert object as a
rusty piece of old iron is responsive to
laws which have great affinity with those
governing human life, thought and action.
" Thus even in the bit of rusty iron we
approximate the idea of life very closely,
if we only look deep enough. And who
can say that if we could look, in inverse
ratio, as deeply into human thought and
action, we should not find an answering
process, approximating matter at last
quite as closely as the iron approxi-
mates life ? Both are manifestations
of one force—movement. Let us have
the courage of our convictions, and,
running before science a little way (in the
wise fashion of children ?), own that
"matter" and "spirit" are one and
the same, in different degrees and under
many expressions, obeying one law."
Of. also " Zero's" article in ' East
and West' for 1905, pp. 81-83, and
another article in "The Arya" for
July 1906, showing "life in matter,"
Of. also an article in the " Monthly
Review" for September  1905, en-
titled "Can plants feel"; and the
discoveries of Dr. J. 0. Bose in this
behali

